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Abstra t

A simple, e e tive way to model images is to represent ea h input pattern by a linear ombination of
\ omponent" ve tors, where the amplitudes of the ve tors are modulated to mat h the input. This approa h
in ludes prin ipal omponent analysis, independent
omponent analysis and fa tor analysis. In pra ti e,
images are subje ted to randomly sele ted transformations of a known nature, su h as translation, rotation and s ale. Dire t appli ation of the above methods will lead to severely blurred omponents and even
to omponents that only a ount for the transformations and ignore the more interesting and useful stru ture. We propose a method alled transformed omponent analysis, whi h in orporates a dis rete, hidden
variable that a ounts for transformations and uses
a linear-time expe tation maximization algorithm to
jointly extra t omponents and normalize for transformations. We illustrate the algorithm using a shading
problem, fa ial expression modeling and handwritten
digit re ognition.
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Nebojsa Joji

Introdu tion

Many popular ways of modeling images use a linear ombination of ve tors to represent ea h input.
Prin ipal omponents analysis (PCA, a.k.a. \eigenwhatever ") is a way of representing a lass of images
using a small set of omponent ve tors in the ve tor
spa e of image pixel intensities [1℄. An image an be
des ribed by a linear ombination of these omponents
plus some distortion. The rst prin ipal omponent is
the dire tion in whi h the proje ted training data has
greatest varian e, the se ond prin ipal omponent is
the dire tion of greatest varian e after the rst omponent is subtra ted o , and so on.
A di erent te hnique that is gaining in popularity
is independent omponent analysis (ICA), whi h tries
to nd omponents su h that when the training data is
proje ted on these omponents, the omponent a tivities are independent (not just un orrelated) [2℄. This

method has been used for blind separation and blind
de onvolution.
These methods are \feedforward" in the sense that
they are trained to map an input image to a hidden
(unobserved) representation. In ontrast, generative
models are trained to generate patterns that look similar to the training data. The model spe i es a distribution over some hidden variables and a onditional
distribution over the input image given the values of
the hidden variables. The representation for an input
is the posterior distribution over the hidden variables.
Fa tor analysis (FA) [3℄ is a generative model that is
similar in spirit to PCA. The distribution over a small
set of real-valued hidden variables is a zero-mean unitovarian e Gaussian and the distribution over the inputs given the hidden variables is also Gaussian, with
a diagonal ovarian e matrix and a mean given by a
linear ombination (matrix of omponents) of the hidden variables. A fa tor analyzer an be t to training
data using the EM algorithm [4℄.
The above methods are useful in some appli ations.
However, real data is often subje ted to randomly
sele ted transformations of a known nature, su h as
translation, rotation and s ale in images. In these
ases, dire t appli ation of the above methods will
lead to severely blurred omponents and even to omponents that only a ount for the transformations and
ignore the more interesting and useful stru ture.
In this paper, we propose a method alled transformed omponent analysis, whi h in orporates a disrete, hidden variable that a ounts for transformations and uses a linear-time expe tation maximization
algorithm to jointly extra t omponents and normalize for transformations. After illustrating the algorithm using a toy problem and fa ial expression modeling, we give results on lassifying images of handwritten digits and ompare the omponents found by
transformed omponent analysis with the omponents
found by PCA and FA.

2

The Transformed Component
Analyzer (TCA)

A transformed omponent analyzer (TCA) is a
probability model that spe i es how the linear ombination of a set of omponent ve tors is transformed in
di erent ways to model input patterns. The omponent a tivities (amplitudes) y, whi h form a subspa e
representation of an image, are assumed to be independent and Gaussian:

y) = N (y; 0; I);

p(

zjy) = N (z;  + y; );

(2)

where  is a diagonal ovarian e matrix.
We assume the image produ ed by the subspa e
model is further transformed to obtain the observed
image. Although real-valued transformations (e.g.,
rotation) are ommon, real-valued latent variables introdu e ompli ated integrals (instead of summations)
into the EM learning algorithm. So, we will assume
there is a xed set of possible transformations and that
this set is spe i ed beforehand. Also, the algorithm is
simpli ed by assuming that the ve tor of pixel values
for the transformed image is obtained by multiplying
the ve tor of pixel values for the latent image by a
sparse matrix. This permits a broad lass of transformations, in luding translation, s ale, in-plane rotation
and out-of-plane rotation.
Let ` 2 f1; : : : ; Lg index the set of L transformations represented by matri es 1 ; : : : ; L . The probability density of the ve tor of pixel values x for the
image orresponding to transformation ` and latent
image z is

xj`; z) = N (x; ` z; );

p(

x z y) = p(y)P (`)p(zjy)p(xj`; z)
= p` N (y; 0; I)N (z;  + y; )N (x; ` z; ): (4)

p( ; `; ;

(1)

where I is the identity ovarian e matrix. A latent
image z is produ ed by ombining these omponents
linearly using a \fa tor loading matrix" , o setting
the resulting image by an image mean  and then
adding independent Gaussian noise to ea h pixel:
p(

transformations in the data and at the same time is
small enough to keep the learning time reasonable.
Transformation ` has a prior probability P (`) = p` ,
whi h may be xed to be uniform or learned from the
training data.
The joint distribution over the observed image, the
transformation index, the latent image and the subspa e representation is

(3)

where is a diagonal ovarian e matrix that spe i es
the noise on the observed pixels.
The varian es  of the pixels in the latent image are
quite di erent from the varian es of the pixels in the
observed image. The noise modeled by  oheres to
the latent image during transformations. In ontrast,
models noise in the observed pixels and this noise
does not depend on the transformation.
The translation, s ale, rotation, et . orresponding
to ea h ` are sele ted ahead of time so that the set of
transformations e e tively overs the range of possible

In this generative model, the subspa e representation,
transformation index and latent image are unobserved
variables. Generating an image from a TCA onsists
of drawing a subspa e representation from p(y), drawing a latent image from p(zjy), drawing a transformation index from P (`) and then drawing an image from
p(xj`; z).
The number of parameters in a TCA is roughly
equal to the number of parameters in a standard fa tor analyzer and the number of \parameters" used in
PCA. In Se . 3, we show how the ML estimate of this
model an be obtained using the EM algorithm.
2.1

Inferring the likelihood for an image
and the responsibilities of the
transformations

For a given image and set of model parameters, it is
useful to know how appropriate ea h transformation
is for mat hing the image to the transformed omponents (the \responsibility" of the transformation) and
overall how well the omponents mat h the image (the
likelihood).
The responsibilities are the posterior probabilities
of the transformation indi es,

jx) = p(x; `)=p(x);

P (`

(5)

where p(x) is the likelihood:
L
X
p(x) =
p(x; `):
(6)
`=1
Both the responsibilities and the likelihood an be easily omputed from the joint distribution over the image and transformation index, p(x; `).
To obtain p(x; `), it turns out that the omponent
a tivities y and the latent image z an be integrated
out in losed form, giving

x

p( ; `)

=

Z Z

z y

z y x z y)

d d p( ; `; ;

= p` N (x; ` ; ` (0 + ) 0` + );

(7)

where \ 0 " indi ates transpose. Ea h transformation
has a orresponding mean image `  and ovarian e
matrix ` (0 + ) 0` + .
For an N -pixel image, K omponents and L transformations, it turns out the responsibilities and the
likelihood for an image an be omputed in O(LKN )
time, if we assume j ` (0 + ) 0` + j  j ` (0 +
) 0` j. This orresponds to assuming the image noise
is signi antly lesser than the variability introdu ed
by the transformed omponents (i.e., the image stru ture).

3

Transformed Component Analysis
using the EM Algorithm

`

2.2

Inferring the subspa e representation

For a given image x, the posterior distribution over
the omponent a tivities is given by

yjx) =

p(

L
X
`=1

yjx; `)P (`jx);

p(

(8)

where P (`jx) is the responsibility of transformation `
from above. Given `, the TCA is a multinomial Gaussian model, so p(yjx; `) is Gaussian and the above posterior is a mixture of Gaussians, where ea h Gaussian
orresponds to a di erent transformation.
In some situations, the posterior distribution over y
may be highly multimodal, sin e signi antly di erent
transformations may be appropriate. For example, if
the subspa e represents the 3-D position of a point
light sour e for an obje t that looks the same when
an in-plane rotation of 180Æ is applied, then there will
be two quite di erent possible light sour e positions
orresponding to two transformations that di er by a
180Æ in-plane rotation.
In ontrast with the single point representation
obtained from PCA and ICA, TCA gives a set of
weighted points. The weight for point ` is P (`jx) and
the orresponding estimate is
E[yjx; `℄= ` 0  1 [ ` 0`

1

x (I

`  )℄; (9)
1

3.1

Expe tation step

The suÆ ient statisti s for the M-Step are omputed in the E-Step during a single pass through the
training set. Before making this pass, the following
matri es are omputed:
` = COV(zjx; y; `) = (
0 1
0
` = (I +     

1
1

+ 0` 1 ` )
1
`  ) 1 :

1

;

(11)

For ea h ase during the pass through the
training
set, P (`jxt ), E[yjxt ; `℄ and E[yjxt ℄ =
P
P
(
`
j
x
)E[yjxt ; `℄ are rst omputed as des ribed
t
`
in Se . 2.1.
For ea h `, we then ompute
E[zjxt ; `℄ =  + `
+ `  1  ` 0  1 `

0
`
0
`

(xt
(xt

1
1

` )
` )

(12)

and obtain the following expe tation:
E[z yjxt ℄=

L
X
`=1

jxt )(E[zjxt ; `℄ E[yjxt ; `℄):

P (`

(13)

Two other expe tations,

where
` = COV(zjx; y; `) = (
0 1
0
` = (I +     

In this se tion, we des ribe an iterative expe tation
maximization (EM) algorithm for estimating the maximum likelihood parameters of a transformed omponent analyzer. We refer to this pro edure as transformed omponent analysis (TCA). The EM algorithm
onsists of an E-step, in whi h statisti s that are suÆient for estimating the model parameters are a umulated and an M-step, in whi h the model parameters
are updated using the suÆ ient statisti s. Ea h iteration in reases the likelihood of the training data.
Notation: diag(A) is the ve tor ontaining the diagonal elements of matrix A; diag(a) is the diagonal
matrix whose diagonal equals the ve tor a; a Æ b is the
element-wise produ t of ve tors a and b.

1
1

+ 0` 1 ` )
1
`  ) 1 :

1

;

(10)

To ompare the subspa e representations of two images, the two orresponding sets of weighted points
an be ompared. Alternatively, the MAP point (the
point with the highest weight) an be sele ted for ea h
image and a Eu lidean distortion an be measured.

E[(z ) Æ (z )jxt ; `℄
= (E[zjxt ; `℄ ) Æ (E[zjxt ; `℄ )
+ diag( ` ) + diag( `  1  ` 0 

1

` ); (14)

and
E[(z )y0 jxt ; `℄
= (E[zjxt ; `℄ )E[yjxt ; `℄0 + `  1  ` ;

(15)

are used to ompute the expe tation,

E[(z  y) Æ (z  y)jxt ℄ =

L
X

P (`jxt )
`
=1

 E[(z ) Æ (z )jxt ; `℄ + diag( ` 0 )
2diag(E[(z )y0 jxt ; `℄0 )
+ (E[yjxt ; `℄) Æ (E[yjxt ; `℄) :
(16)

The following expe tations are also omputed:
L
X
E[(xt ` z) Æ (xt ` z)jxt ℄ =
P (`jxt )
`
=1

 (xt ` E[zjxt ; `℄) Æ (xt ` E[zjxt ; `℄)
+ diag( ` ` 0` )
+ diag( ` `  1  ` 0  1 ` 0` ) ;
(17)
L
X
0
E[(z )y0 jxt ℄ =
P (`jxt )E[(z )y jxt ; `℄; (18)
`=1
L
X
0
E[yy jxt ℄= P (`jxt )( ` +E[yjxt ; `℄E[yjxt ; `℄0 ): (19)
`=1
3.2

Maximization step

P

We use hi = T1 Tt=1 () to indi ate a statisti omputed by averaging the above expe tations over the
training set and \~" to denote the updated parameters:

~ = hE[z yjxt ℄i;

~
 =diag hE[(z  y) Æ (z  y)jxt ℄i ;
~ = diag hE[(xt ` z) Æ (xt ` z)jxt ℄i;
~ = hE[(z )y0 jxt ℄ihE[yy0 jxt ℄i 1 ;
p
~l

= hP (` = ljxt )i:

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

In order to avoid over tting the noise varian es, it is
sometimes useful to set the diagonal elements of 
and that are below some  equal to .
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Learning shape and lighting
representations from noisy
unaligned images of an obje t

Fig. 1 shows a training set of 144 9  9 noisy images
of a uniformly olored pyramid (gray) at randomly sele ted positions and illuminated by parallel light rays
with randomly sele ted angle and intensity. A luttered ba kground was simulated by randomly sele ting pixel values from a uniform distribution.
The rst 8 prin ipal omponents of the training
data, s aled by the standard deviation of the proje ted
data, are shown in Fig. 2a. It appears the omponents
implement a multiresolution approximation to model
shifts of the obje t.

Figure 1: Noisy images of a pyramid at di erent lo ations and under di erent lighting onditions.
We trained a TCA with 3 omponents and 81 transformations implementing 9 horizontal and 9 verti al
shifts using 10 iterations of the EM algorithm. To initialize the parameters, the mean and varian e of ea h
pixel was rst omputed from the training data. The
parameters were then initialized to random values, using the mean and varian e as a 1st order guide. The
transformation probabilities p` were set equal.
Fig. 2b shows the mean latent image , the 3
olumns of  (shown as 3 images), the latent image
noise  (shown as an image where the pixel intensity is equal to 4 times the standard deviation) and
the observed image noise . The mean learly shows
that the outline of the obje t has been determined and
that the uniform oloring has been determined (ex ept
at the point of the pyramid). Linear ombinations of
the 3 omponents produ e di erent lighting onditions
(see the following paragraph) whi h implies that the
3-element rows of  are proportional to the obje t
surfa e normals, up to some rotation in 3-dimensional
spa e. The varian e map for the latent image shows
that the model predi ts low varian e for pixels belonging to the obje t, but high varian e for other pixels
(the ba kground lutter). Finally, the varian e map
for the observed image a ounts for the small amount
of noise that is present in the images.
The TCA an be simulated in a noise-free
transformation-free fashion, by drawing a subspa e
representation from p(y), omputing z =  + y and
then omputing x = 1 z. Fig. 2 shows 144 examples
simulated in this way. These \fantasies" show that the
TCA an simulate the di erent lighting onditions.

(a)
(b)

Figure 3: Imperfe tly aligned images of fa es with different expressions.

()
Figure 2: (a) The rst 8 s aled prin ipal omponents.
A pixel olored gray { halfway between bla k and
white { orresponds to a omponent value of 0. (b)
The mean, omponents, and noise deviation of a TCA
with 3 omponents, after 10 iterations of EM. Pixels
for the mean and the noise deviations are olored using
the same s ale as the training images. ( ) Examples
simulated from the TCA, without noise and without
transformations.
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(a)

Learning a subspa e representation
of fa ial expressions from
imperfe tly aligned images

Fig. 3 shows a training set of 100 16  24 images of
automati ally aligned fa es with di erent expressions.
The a ura y of the fa e dete tion algorithm used to
align the images is +/-2 pixels in ea h dire tion.
Fig. 4a shows the mean of the training data and the
rst 10 prin ipal omponents, s aled by the standard
deviation of the proje ted data. The rst 5 omponents obviously a ount for verti al, horizontal and
diagonal shifts in the data and the remaining omponents are very blurred.
To see how well the PCA subspa e represents the
data, we an draw a subspa e point from an axisaligned Gaussian with varian es determined from the
proje ted training data, and then use the prin ipal
omponents to map the point to image spa e. 100 examples simulated in this manner are shown in Fig. 4b.
Although the \fa es" do appear to be shifted around

(b)
Figure 4: (a) The mean and rst 10 s aled prin ipal
omponents. The mean is olored using the same s ale
as the training images, whereas the omponents are
olored using intermediate gray to represent 0. (b)
Examples simulated using the PCA subspa e.
the eld of vision, they are also severely blurred.
Fig. 5a and b show the parameters and simulated
examples (without adding the sensor noise) for a FA
model (a TCA with only the identity transformation)
trained using 70 iterations of EM. The parameters
were initialized using the mean and varian e of ea h

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) The mean, 10 omponents and noise
deviations found by FA (TCA with only the identity
transformation). Pixels for the mean and noise deviations are olored using the same s ale as the training
images. (b) Examples simulated using the fa tor analyzer.

Figure 6: (a) The mean, 10 omponents and noise
deviations found by TCA. Pixels for the mean and
noise deviations are olored using the same s ale as
the training images. (b) Examples simulated using
the TCA.

pixel in the training data. The sum of the two images
on the far right of Fig. 5a show the varian e map for
FA. In ontrast to PCA, di erent omponents represent similar amounts of energy (varian e). This is beause FA does not nd a preferred set of basis ve tors
(fa tors) for the subspa e. In fa t, FA is not identi able in this regard.
We trained a TCA with 10 omponents and 25
transformations implementing 5 horizontal and 5 verti al shifts using 70 iterations of the EM algorithm.
The parameters were initialized using the mean and
varian e of ea h pixel in the training data. The transformation probabilities p` were set equal.
Fig. 6a shows the mean, omponents and varian es
maps. Unlike PCA and FA, TCA extra ts lear omponents. The rst omponent appears to expose some
teeth, the se ond omponent appears to raise the eyebrows, raise the upper lip and expose a \tongue", and
so on. The omponents found by TCA are unique up
to a unitary transformation, so ea h omponent often
in ludes more than one feature. A further pro essing
step an be applied to nd a unitary transformation
that produ es omponents with spatially lo alized energy.
Fig. 6b shows 100 examples of images simulated us-

ing the TCA, without the latent image and observed
image noise and without randomly sele ted transformations. The images are mu h learer than those simulated using the PCA subspa e and the fa tor analyzer. The expressions in the training set are reprodu ed and the model also generates novel realisti expressions that are not present in the training set, su h
as the one in the 5th olumn of the 1st row.
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Using shear transformations to
improve handwritten digit
re ognition

Fig. 7 shows 230 images of handwritten digits taken
from envelopes mailed by people in Bu alo [5℄. A wide
variety of handwriting styles are evident. The original
images were aÆnely transformed to t snugly in an
8  8 gray level image. Although this prepro essing
helps to normalize for uniform s aling in the horizontal
and verti al dire tions, it does not normalize for lo al
s aling (e.g., some 8s have smaller loops than others)
or for shearing (e.g., the verti al stroke of the 7 is at
di erent angles).
For ea h lass of digit, we trained a 10 omponent
fa tor analyzer on 200 images using 30 iterations of
EM. The parameters of ea h fa tor analyzer were initialized using the mean and varian e of ea h pixel in

Figure 7: Example images from the training set of
handwritten digits show a wide variety in writing style.
(a)

Figure 9: Images simulated from the FA models.

(b)

Figure 10: Images simulated from the TCA models.
Figure 8: The means and omponents learned by (a)
FA and (b) TCA applied to 200 images of ea h handwritten digit. Pixels for the means are olored using the same s ale as the training images; pixels for
the omponents are olored using intermediate gray to
represent 0.
the respe tive lass. Fig. 8a shows the means and omponents found by FA and Fig. 9 shows images simulated from the trained models, without adding noise.
Some omponents a ount for interesting variability in writing style, but many learly a ount for simple spatial transformations. For example, most of the
omponents for 7 simply negate the verti al stroke in
the image mean and produ e a new verti al stroke at
a di erent angle.
Shearing is a simple spatial transformation to
model using a sparse matrix. Using 30 iterations of
EM, we trained one TCA on ea h lass of 200 digits using 29 transformations that in luded horizontal
shearing plus horizontal translations. The rst olumn
of images in Fig. 11 shows how the 29 transformations
modify a ontrived pattern. Some transformations are
quite severe and erase a large number of pixels, so in
this experiment the transformation probabilities, p` ,
were learned. The parameters were initialized using
the mean and varian e of ea h pixel in the training

set.
Fig. 8b shows the means and omponents found by
TCA. The 2nd omponent for 7 models the a ent on
the nose of the 7; the 3rd omponent for 7 rounds out
the angle in the upper right. These features are not
learly represented in the omponents found by FA.
Fig. 10 shows digits simulated from the TCA models,
without adding noise onto the latent image and the
observed image. These images show a greater variation in style and fewer inappropriate artifa ts than the
images simulated from the FA model.
The 10 olumns of images on the right in Fig. 11
show the means and orresponding sheared images
from the TCA model. Those transformed images
whose average expe ted responsibilities are less than
0.0001 in the training set are faded (shown with low
ontrast). A wide variation in writing style is aptured by the transformations. For example, whereas
FA uses omponents to model the di erent angles of
verti al strokes in images of the digit 7, TCA models
the di erent angles using the transformations. This allows TCA to use its omponents to model more subtle
variations in writing style, su h as the a ent on the
nose of the 7, des ribed above.
6.1

Improvement in re ognition rate

We performed FA (20 omponents) and TCA (20
omponents) on 200 training ases from ea h lass of
handwritten digit using 50 iterations of EM. The noise

Table 1: Handwritten digit re ognition rates, for a
training set of 2000 8  8 images and a test set of 1000
images.
Method
k -nearest neighbors
Fa tor analysis
Transformed omponent analysis
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Figure 11: The mean image learned by TCA for ea h
lass of digit, along with the orresponding sheared
images. The rst olumn of images uses a ontrived
pattern to illustrate the 29 shear and translation transformations that were used by TCA. For ea h lass of
digit, the mean learned by TCA is shown followed by
the 29 transformed versions of the mean. Those versions whose average expe ted responsibilities are less
than 0.0001 in the training set are faded.
varian es were not allowed to drop below 10 2 to prevent over tting a pixel that happens to always be o
in the training data. Bayes rule was then used to lassify 1000 test patterns. The results are summarized
in Table 1 and ompared with a standard feedforward
method, k -nearest neighbors, where k was hosen using leave-one-out ross validation. TCA has a lower
error rate than the other two methods.
The probability of ea h transformation p` in TCA
was learned and we believe there was some over tting. For example, some of the sheared image means
in Fig. 11a that are faded (have average responsibilities less than 0.0001) are good generalizations. We
are urrently running experiments that regularize p`
and we are also running experiments to nd the performan e of support ve tor ma hines on this data.

Error rate
7.6%
3.2%
2.7%

Summary

We introdu ed a te hnique alled \transformed
omponent analysis" (TCA), that an jointly learn
omponents from data and normalize for transformations. We explored transformations for translation
and shearing, but the method an be applied to other
transformations, su h as rotation, s ale and warping.
When applied to noisy images of a uniformly olored
pyramid at randomly sele ted positions and illuminated by parallel light rays with randomly sele ted
angle and intensity, TCA is able to extra t representations of shape and lighting, despite a signi ant level
of ba kground lutter. TCA also found a lear representation of fa ial expression from imperfe tly aligned
images, whereas PCA and fa tor analysis (FA) found
severely blurred omponents. By in luding shearing
transformations in the TCA model, we showed that
handwritten digit re ognition performan e was improved over FA and that the images simulated from
the TCA model ontained greater variation in style
and fewer inappropriate artifa ts than the images simulated from FA.
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